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CLIENT CONSENT FORM-Read, Sign & Return to Sand & C Travel
(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR TRIP)

CLIENT LAST NAME:_________________________________________

I have read the attached invoice and applicable guide (Cruise Guide, Group Cruise Guide or Tour & River Cruise Guide)
from Sand & C Travel and understand and agree to all of the terms and conditions related to the booking as contained
in the invoice and guide and including, but not limited to, the following items:







I have reviewed the details of the booking, including but not limited to, the dates of travel, travel suppliers, ship or
tour name (if applicable), type of accommodations, pricing and applicable amenities. I understand that pricing,
supplier amenities and all terms for my trip have been set by the travel supplier. I understand that Sand & C Travel
acts solely as an agent. The contract for carriage is between the supplier and me (Sand & C Travel is not a party to
that contract), and therefore Sand & C Travel is not responsible for delivery of services. I give Sand & C Travel
authorization to sign credit card forms and charge my credit card for costs detailed on the invoice. I give Sand & C
Travel power of attorney to sign or approve other documents directly related to this trip on my behalf, including but
not limited to, cruise line or tour operator contracts when completing on-line check-ins, airline terms and conditions,
or related to the purchase of travel insurance that I authorized for my trip.
I understand that I am responsible for obtaining and carrying a passport and/or other necessary proof of citizenship
or documentation, including necessary visas and proof of immunizations for my trip. I have reviewed all of the
travelers’ names on the invoice and acknowledge that the first and last name match the proof of citizenship. I have
provided the full name as it appears on the proof of citizenship to my travel consultant or directly to the travel
supplier, understanding that it must match on cruise line manifests and airline records.
I have reviewed the cancellation terms and understand that I am subject to financial penalties for cancellation, as
per each particular supplier’s policies.
I acknowledge that Sand & C Travel has recommended that I purchase travel insurance for the trip, either through
the supplier that I booked the trip or through an independent insurance company. I understand that Sand & C Travel
offers various choices for travel insurance, with different terms, and that I am responsible for purchasing the policy
that best suits my needs. I understand that certain insurance companies offer coverage for pre-existing medical
conditions, provided that I purchase the insurance at time of deposit (or until final payment for certain individual
policies through CSA Travel Protection and group insurance through Travel Insured, as of November 2016), have
covered the full non-refundable trip cost, and that I am in a condition to travel at that time. I acknowledge that I
have been offered the opportunity to purchase such insurance on a timely basis and am responsible for reviewing
the policy terms and conditions. I understand that my attached invoice indicates whether or not I have purchased
travel insurance. If it does not indicate that insurance has been purchased and my balance is not yet due, I
understand that I may still purchase insurance at time of final payment and that I will be subject to the terms and
conditions of the policy that I purchase. If my invoice does not indicate that insurance has been purchased and I
have submitted my final payment for processing at this time, I acknowledge that I have been offered, but declined
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to purchase travel insurance coverage and am solely responsible for all financial or other losses incurred by not
buying this protection.
I understand that all Sand & C Travel discounts, amenities (including transportation, if applicable), and fees are based
upon the pricing in effect as of the printing of the invoice. Any changes in pricing, including but not limited to the
supplier subsequently applying discounts or price reductions, or changes in the number of guests traveling together
will result in corresponding changes to the discounts or amenities being provided or fees being charged by Sand & C
Travel. In addition, I understand that these discounts, amenities and fees have been calculated based upon Sand &
Travel’s expected commission on the booking based upon experience with the vendor (which may not be confirmed
to Sand & C Travel at time of booking). Sand & C Travel reserves the right to reduce the discount and/or amenities,
or increase the fees charged in the event that the final commission on the booking is significantly lower than
anticipated at time of booking.
I understand that airline tickets, tour tickets, pre-paid hotels, and/or cruise tickets that I am purchasing are subject
to supplemental price increases that may be imposed after the date of initial purchase payment (“Post Purchase”).
Post-purchase price increases may be applied due to additional costs imposed by a supplier or government. I
acknowledge that I may be charged additional sums by the supplier and/or Sand & C Travel to offset increased fees,
fuel surcharges, taxes, fluctuations in foreign exchange markets, or any combination thereof. I hereby consent to
any post-purchase price increases only as described above and will either authorize Sand & C Travel to charge my
credit card for such additional payments or cancel my trip with my understanding that I will be full responsible for
any cancellation penalties, which will most likely exceed the increased charges as described above. I also
acknowledge that local authorities reserve the right to collect additional taxes or fees at any time during my trip.
I understand that Sand & C Travel does not have any special knowledge regarding unsafe conditions, health hazards,
weather hazards or climate extremes at locations to which I may travel, and acknowledge that I am booking this trip
at my own risk and will not hold Sand & C Travel liable for any such conditions. I acknowledge that Sand & C Travel
recommends that I read the following websites related to my travel plans:
o U.S. Department of State: https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/go.html
o The World Health Organization: http://who.int/en/
o U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention: http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices
o Information on Zika or Other Insect-transmitted viruses: http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/page/zika-travelinformation
I understand that Federal law forbids the carriage of hazardous materials aboard aircraft in your luggage or on your
person. A violation can result in 5 years’ imprisonment and penalties of $250,000 or more (49 U.S.C. 5124).
Hazardous materials include explosives, compressed gases, flammable liquids and solids, oxidizers, poisons,
corrosives and radioactive materials. Examples include paints, lighter fluid, fireworks, tear gases, oxygen bottles,
and radio-pharmaceuticals. There are special exceptions for small quantities (up to 70 ounces total) of medicinal
and toilet articles carried in your luggage and certain smoking materials carried on your person. For further
information contact your airline representative.
This acknowledgement applies to my trip beginning on _____________________.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Client Booking Trip Acknowledging All Terms on Both Pages of Form/ Print Name/Date
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